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This project has received an Award
for its ecological approach to coastal
development. Sensitive siting of its
buildings away from the beachfront,
and careful adaptation to the pre
vailing topography, vegetation and
climate have allowed nature to
reclaim the terrain after construc
tion. The project attains a level of
quality - both in terms of materials
and experiences - rarely achieved
in tourist developments. It is a
successful combination of talent,
stylistic refinement, attention
to detail, the use of traditional
forms and materials, and the rigour
of modern architecture.

All too frequently the opportunity to marry
luxury tourism to ecological sensitivity is
disregarded by private investors in favour
of easier, more cost-effective or more sensa
tional developments. Occasionally, however,
a project is ambitious enough in conception
and outlook to accommodate the needs of
the most demanding clients and the most
fragile environments.The Datai, a five-star
hotel on a popular tourist resort island in
northern Malaysia, is an example of just
how far developer and architect can go to
achieve a healthy symbiosis between rich
terrain and built form, tradition and tour
ism, and vernacular styles and Modernism.
The Australian architect, Kerry Hill,
was involved in the site selection from the
outset. Comprising 750 hectares of untouched
tropical rainforest, the site has several im
portant natural features: the sea and coral
reef, the beach, the rainforest itself, and a
well-developed and sensitive ecosystem
of swamps, streams and wildlife. A further
distinctive element in the terrain is a ridge,
which drops sharply to the waterfront. The
architect was committed to safeguarding
these natural features. Early in the design
process, he sited the hotel away from the
beach to minimize its impact on the water
front, placing the complex instead on the
ridge to provide spectacular views and leave
more of the forest undisturbed. The hotel is
thus in the heart of the forest yet with easy
access to the waterfront. Another significant
design decision was to fragment the hotel
into free-standing buildings, with pavilions
and isolated villas, which helped to reduce
the mass of the complex and its impact on

Top left: The Datai aims to provide
all the facilities of a luxury hotel
without harming its rainforest site:
the hotel is almost invisible in its
setting.
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the site, and allowed flexibility in siting
the buildings to minimize the felling of trees.
The hotel contains eighty-four rooms,
and forty vi Has. The rooms are broken up
into four blocks of accommodation, arranged
around a swimming pool and linked by open
walkways.Thefree-standing villasare located
on the lower slopes of the site, between
the ridge and the beach. The public areas of
the complex - such as restaurants, a spa and
a beach house - are distributed around the
site in pavilions, aform drawn from the local
building vernacular, which features a flexible
demarcation of interior and exterior spaces,
allowing air circulation and adaptability to
suit the time of day or season. The various
elements of the complex also follow local
building traditions in being built either
on stilts or heavy stone bases to protect
them from ground damp, and in the use of
generous overhangs to keep off rain. The
resort makes extensive use of local building
materials, notably timber, due to the great
natural resources of the forest, where an array
of good building woods is readily available.
The task of building in a tropical forest
is a difficult responsibility. When trees are
cleared to make way for a building, there is
a 'festering wound' effect whereby species
on the perimeter that are not resistant to
ultraviolet rays begin to burn out.This can
be mitigated through the planting of 'pio
neering' species - trees that grow very fast,
blocking the ultraviolet rays to the adjoining
trees and allowing existing (often slowgrowing) species to survive. The architect
designed and modulated the buildings in
the resort in consideration of this process,

Top right: To minimize the
complex's impact on the waterfront,
the hotel was pulled back onto a
ridge in the heart of the forest.

carefully positioning them to reduce tree
felling. Trained elephants rather than bull
dozers were used to fell the trees because
they can penetrate the forest with minimal
damage, and trees felled from the site were
recycled for use within the structures.
Other measures taken to ensure the
minimum of disruption to the surroundings
include a recycling plant, localized soak pits
and septic tanks that allow filtered seepage
of water back into the forest.The resort has
its own bore wells to supply water, and some
rain is harvested. Water has been intelli

gently channelled through the site and is
collected in natural creeks and runaways.
These features were safeguarded and, when
building over a creek was unavoidable, the
structure was designed as a bridge to allow
the creek to pass below it. The natural topo
graphy and storm-water drainage system of
the site has been left undisturbed, allowing
the original catchment and flow patterns
to be maintained.
The technology used for construction
is an elegant synthesis of traditional building
methods and contemporary approaches. For

Top: The architect also fragmented
the hotel Into a number of free
standing pavilions, villas and
accommodation blocks to reduce
the mass of the buildings.

Bottom: The structure is integrated
with its setting through extensive
use of local wood and other trad
itional materials, all carefully
and elegantly detailed.
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example, the unpianed tree trunks used
for columns, trusses and beams, are assem
bled with more care than they would be in
a traditional building. Alignments, finishing,
joinery, the materials used and the way
they are combined all coalesce to create
a sophisticated structural vocabulary. The
level of finish achieved is unusual in Malay
sia and has set a precedent for the region's
construction quality.
Maintenance and ageing are important
considerations in a finely wrought building,
but the complex was designed to weather

naturally. A pleasing patina of age is already
evident on exposed wooden members and
railings, which are not painted or polished
but allowed to age gracefully-a natural
characteristic of the local hardwoods.
Similarly, the stone used for the base of the
buildings allows creepers to grow naturally
over it and is hardy in terms of weathering.
By employing a traditional vocabulary that
evolves over the years in response to the
climate, the complex is ideally suited to its
environment. The large overhangs protect the
spaces very efficiently from both sun and
rain, while the verandas wrapping around the
various units act as climatic buffers. Like the
verandas, the open pavilions and walkways
admit cooling breezes and generous shafts
of light, as well as blurring the boundaries
between inside and out, enhancing a sense
of interaction with nature.
The interior design and furnishing of
the buildings complement the architecture.

Didier Lefort, the interior designer, was
involved from the inception of the design
process and created some of the architec
tural details, such as the principal railing
that forms a motif throughout the hotel.
Local woods have been extensively used
in the interiors and, as these woods also
form the predominant building material,
the interiors pick up the textures of the
hotel's structure and the forest beyond,
creating a seamless integration between
the interiors and the architecture.
The hotel is popular with its clients,
providing a sense of luxury and sophistica
tion in a remote natural environment.That
this has been achieved with minimal impact
on the tropical rainforest is a testament to
the responsible and sensitive approach
adopted by the architect. In this, and in its
development of traditional forms and mate
rials within a modern idiom, the project sets
a precedent for others.
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Bottom left: The site plan shows how
the complex is set back from the
coast, with only a small beach
house on the waterfront itself.
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Centre and bottom right: The hotel
was carefully positioned to minimize
tree felling, and 'pioneering
species' were planted to encourage
the forest to regenerate quickly.

1989
1991-93
1993
220,000nf
32,850m ?
USD 35,000,000

Datai Hotel : Local features were
adopted, such as stilts to protect
against damp and the pavilion form.
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Datai Hotel: Eighty-four rooms are
housed in blocks on the ridge, with
views across the forest to the ocean.

Datai Hotel : The rooms are connected
by a series of open walkways bathed
in light and air.

Datai Hotel : The guest blocks are
arranged around a swimming pool,
which forms the heart of the complex.
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Datai Hotel : Columns of unplaned trees
felled on site create spaces that seem
like extensions of the forest.

Datai Hotel: The siting of the hotel
away from the beach encourages guests
to experience the forest.
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Datai Hotel: The interiors show care
ful attention to detail, using local
materials that age gracefully.

